LEAD FLASHING ROLLED INTO PIPE APPROXIMATELY 1"

PLUMBING VENT STACK

SBS MODIFIED BITUMEN FLASHING

APPLY BEAD OF DURAFLEX 954 PREMIUM SBS FLASHING CEMENT OR PLYLINK CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVE/SEALANT AT PENETRATION-TO-MEMBRANE JUNCTURE

SBS MODIFIED BITUMEN MEMBRANE

PRIMED LEAD FLASHING, MINIMUM 2 1/2 LB. SET IN USP #640 STANDARD PLASTIC ROOF CEMENT OR DURAFLEX 954 PREMIUM SBS FLASHING CEMENT

BASE/PLY SHEET(S)

NOTES:

1. FOR PIPES UNDER 8" IN HEIGHT, A TUBOS PIPE INSERT MAY BE APPLIED TO REACH PROPER HEIGHT.

2. DURAFLEX ALUM MAY BE USED FOR FLASHING MATERIAL IN LIEU OF HEAT WELDED SBS FLASHING MEMBRANE.